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p>With so many online lending choices available, customers often submit applications
with multiple lenders, then sit back and wait for the first lender to say yes. However,
many of these online loan applications are submitted by fraudsters using stolen names,
addresses, social security numbers, bank account numbers and more obtained from the
dark web.,This confluence of speed and risk creates enormous pressure on both
traditional and alternative lenders to more accurately detect fraud while not making the
loan application process harder for legitimate customers.,From 2010 through 2016,
cybercriminals have made off with at least $3.5 billion through loan fraud for everything

from mortgages to payday loans using stolen identities, according to Javelin
Research.,Why the disparity? One reason is that loan fraud can go undetected for long
periods of time if consumers donâ€™t realize their personal information has been
misappropriated.,One common scheme we are hearing a lot about is loan stacking, where
fraudsters capitalize on the time delays inherent in reporting loan agreements to credit
bureaus.kansas payday loans Leveraging stolen identity credentials and device spoofing
techniques, these thieves can bypass even complex application procedures to take out
numerous sham loans at one time â€” before credit files are updated to reflect increased
debt loads.,With traditional institutions starting to catch on, reject rates on transactions
can run as high as 40 percent.
This makes alternative lenders especially tempting targets for fraudsters looking to make
a quick buck on a P2P loan.,To counter loan fraud in all its forms, a growing number of
institutions are gravitating toward digital identity-based authentication solutions.
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